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Endodontic Specialist, Dr Richard Kahan. “After speaking at the CIC last year, I found the event to be very well-organised while providing a wide range of education to take away. I think the participation to be great, and really felt that delegates were responding to what I was saying.” In order to keep up with such a fast-paced profession, I think it is important that dentists employ a variety of learning methods, and that they definitely be attending events such as the CIC. “I believe this is a very useful way for practitioners to update their knowledge and skills.” Richard will be joining a fantastic programme of speakers which include Nasser Baighi, Tan Mahmood, Ian Buckle, Manish Bhoop, Adam Palmer, Rhys Cheshire, and many more.

To find out more or to book your place, please email info@healthcare-learning.com or call 020 7400 8899.
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Exciting New Products from GC UK at BDA 2013

GC was at the forefront of research and development and regularly showcased new products to inspire, excite and educate your clinicians to keep you at the cutting edge of your market.

Skema 6: Providing Solutions to all your Dentistry Needs

Skema 6 is one of Europe’s leading dental equipment manufacturers. Castellini is renowned for manufacturing some of the finest industry benchmark products, the highly regarded GC UK & dental unit available from RPA Dental. The Skema 6 features a full colour touchscreen with easily programmable functions and controls, as standard on all models. The device isExpected to be launched early 2013 and is designed for practices looking to install a state of the art unit.

Luxurious Sophification from Castellini

Plamanna Sovven from Plamanna is the most sophisticated dental unit ever to operate in the most luxurious of environments. The streamlined profile and touch screen control comes with the latest technology with the ease and fluidity of simplicity resulting in a major step forward in working productivity, patient comfort and durability. Quality is in both form and function. The control of the chair, through a simple touch screen, and working access is exceptional, with a wide range of positions. Patient access and comfort is enhanced by the integrated arm rest, advanced lumbar design and seat and back support that securely supports the patient for comfort in all positions. The Plamanna Sovven is the only dental unit on the market with a revolutionary range of features and characteristics that allow the dentist to work efficiently and save yourself time.

See More

The new 900 Series LED light from Tavom Belmont offers practitioners great flexibility, the system is available in either a unit, ceiling or track-mounted option. Once you’ve worked with LED lights you’ll never go back to conventional lights. Not only does it illuminate the oral cavity with great clarity, but it also delivers the need for the portable light An LED light onto your ceilings which removes any shadow on your field of view, unlike portable lights, that frequently illuminate The 900 Series has been designed to emit a soft, natural warm white light, making it ideal for use on the most delicate of procedures. The light is also capable and withstands a 4000 and 3200K LED, but it takes individual needs and the lighting requirements in practice to determine which one will be the best for you.

The Simmer receives ‘red dot’ design award for SINUS

SINUS received the award at the “red dot gala” at the BDA Exhibition for a hands-on experience or for further information please contact GC UK on 01068 218 999.

DMG UK’s Honigum-Höring Chair has been selected by the British Dental Association as their material of choice for implant impressions. At the BMAC Congress Dr. Niels Damm, presented to every treat for implant case from simple single tooth to the most complex. They continuously evaluate every stage of treatment in order to achieve best possible outcomes of the prosthetic reconstruction. Their conclusion is that Honigum-Höring Chair is the material of choice for high precision and to ensure correct lubrication, handling. Dr. Niels Damm, presents “Honigum-Höring Chair improves and simplifies the process of implant impressions in every clinic.” every patient is a billing centerman where we take responsibility for follow up and long-term patient care.

DMG UK’s Honigum-Möring Chair contains a unique microstructure. This theologically activates metal together with its unique “Directed Flow” characteristics to facilitate easy flow even in narrow areas. Together they offer the benefits of exceptional precision, exact margin reproduction, thertostrophic non-dipping consistency and from casting to impression to splint to the patient.

Design your new practice with Tavom UK

Tavom UK has been recognised as a leading international manufacturer of Dental, Veterinary and Medical cabinetry, and now all the major manufacturers have launched their new brand new website www.tavomuk.com.

The exports at Tavom will help us propel your new practice layout, ensuring the design is tailored to your individual needs and circumstances. Effectively ergonomic, easy-to-clean designs and quality materials, allows for an efficient workforce, while meeting HTM 2015 regulations and ensuring the safety of both your staff and patients. You can then choose which cabinet style and colour you prefer from our extensive product range, with a full colour catalogue available to download online. Tavom cabinetry is precision made and delivered to your door in any size to be placed in position and levelled with adjustable feet.

You can also expect first class service throughout your entire experience with Tavom UK.

In a bid to give back to the dental community and raise money for Red Nose Day, Manan Ltd, the UK’s only full service dental marketing agency, brought together some of the biggest names in dental for a table football tournament. The day was a huge success and saw £4,000 raised for charity. The day was a huge success and saw £4,000 raised for charity.

The idea of combining work and play was brought to life by the teams and their opponents. The manan team was made up of Manan’s very own QnQ Team and Team Manan, with Team Manan consisting of Quentin Skinner, DPAS Chairman, and Manan’s very own Manan, Sohail and Joel. The teams were selected by Brånemark & Straumann as their clinical partner and splint to the patient.
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DMG UK’s Honigum-Möring Chair contains a unique microstructure. This theologically activates metal together with its unique “Directed Flow” characteristics to facilitate easy flow even in narrow areas. Together they offer the benefits of exceptional precision, exact margin reproduction, thertostrophic non-dipping consistency and from casting to impression to splint to the patient.

The Skema 6 is also available in Over Patient, Continental Style, or Hanging Arm – the varied needs of the different dental disciplines. As such the Skema 6 can be used in both standard and operator units.

Endodontist. Options include: • Surgison ultrasonic surgical scaler • Leda LED surgical light • HiFlow LED handpiece • Airscreamer Endodontic Air system • MBT continuous water feed system • SHD suction hose disinfection system

Of course, you will need a team to support you on this challenging task, a proven hands on approach is a must, React, recover and rely on your support team to ensure a high standard of outcome.

The ideal introduction to occlusion

Occlusion in Everyday Practice, organised by BSOS and presented by Dr Laurenz Agram, provides the ideal introduction to the principles of occlusion and how they affect restorative, periodontal and orthodontic treatments. Practitioners will also be able to develop their understanding and management of headache cases. In addition, the seminar includes TMJ anatomy and function of the appliance.
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